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• ★ “THE END OF GERM THEORY” ← For your evaluation
    [A survey of the failure of experiments to prove contagion.]
* www.bitchute.com/video/Dpn4cVyutzgM

• “Is Fiber Wrecking Your Gut Health?”
“Research illustrates that not everyone benefits from fiber, and avoiding it could even be beneficial in 
healing.”
* www.theepochtimes.com/health/is-fiber-wrecking-your-gut-health-5593254 
REPORT:  www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0950329321002664#s0115 
REPORT:  microbiomejournal.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s40168-023-01724-6 
REPORT:  www.cell.com/cell/fulltext/S0092-8674(21)00754-6 

• “The sun’s poles are about to flip. The 11-year solar cycle, explained.”
“Every 11 or so years, the sun undergoes an epic transformation: its magnetic poles reverse. Like on 
Earth, the sun has a magnetic North and a magnetic South. But unlike Earth, whose poles flip on the 
order of hundreds of thousands of years, the sun’s shuffle is a regular occurrence. The sun’s poles last 
reversed in 2013. So we’re just about due — likely starting some time this year. The solar poles 
flipping is not, as it might sound, the sign of impending apocalypse. You won’t notice it when it 
happens. The solar cycle only minorly impacts the climate here on Earth. But it’s what happens before 
the flip that can cause trouble.”
* www.vox.com/science/2024/1/31/24047913/solar-maximum-cycle-explained-25-flares-coronal-mass-
ejection 
REPORT:  arxiv.org/abs/2401.10502 

• “A New Type of Autism Threatens American Children [from using device screens]”
“Recent research published in JAMA Pediatrics identified a troubling association between early 
exposure to screens and various sensory processing problems in children. The study comes at a time 
when, rather alarmingly, one in three children under the age of 1 in the United States are swiping away 
on digital devices.”
* www.theepochtimes.com/opinion/a-new-type-of-autism-threatens-american-children-5582171 
REPORT: jamanetwork.com/journals/jamapediatrics/article-abstract/2813443 
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